An Overview of Hunting Opportunities
Thanks for your inquiry about a trip with Deltana Outfitters. Alaska offers unique hunting
opportunities not found elsewhere in the world. Deltana Outfitters offers hunting trips for
Dall sheep caribou & brown bear. These hunts are conducted from several
geographically different areas. We have several different areas that are EXCLUSIVE
federally permitted guide concessions hunting areas within National Wildlife
Refuges. In these areas you never compete with other guides and outfitters. The only
hunters you will see in these areas are our clients. This is a major benefit that few
guides can offer their clients and few hunters can ever enjoy.
Deltana Outfitters’ main brown bear camp is on an EXCLUSIVE permitted Federal
concession guide within the Izembek National Wildlife Refuge located on the
Alaska Peninsula, Alaska’s fabled home of the largest Brown Bears in the world, within
the famous and productive Game Management Unit 9. In this area one thing is beyond
question; the Alaska Peninsula has been producing the largest hides and largest skull
sizes in Alaska over the last 20 years.
Interested in a thrilling Dall sheep hunt? Our sheep camp is located in Alaska’s fabled
Brooks Range. This area is EXCLUSIVE federally permitted lands within the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge. I have yet to find a location with more game and fewer
hunters than these magnificent valleys. The Brooks Range is as true a wilderness as
there is anywhere on this continent and unlike any I have ever known.
We also hunt caribou in the Brooks Range. Two caribou herds are present in the area
we hunt; both are sizable, numbering into the hundreds of thousands of animals. Both
herds reside in the area year round. If you would like to introduce your son or daughter
to hunting, an early August caribou hunt is an unsurpassed value for a father/son or
father/daughter combination. Why not spend some time with your child in the Arctic?
They will never forget it.
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